
In the name of our Creator


~ GOD, ALLAH, SHEN, Consciousness, Nature ~


Who has been spiritually revealed to mankind through out the millennia by its Prophets, Son or other means such as


Moses, Jesus, Muhammad, Buddha, Hinduism, Yi Jing & the Tao



We submitters to truth hereby proclaim the Scientific Revelations of the Creator and establish through Scientific GOD Inc.: 

Scientific GOD Prize





 Scientific GOD, Inc. ("SGI") is a New York not-for-profit corporation with 501(c)(3) tax exempt status as of March 1, 2010. It publishes Scientific GOD Journal ("SGJ", ISSN: 2153-831X) and Educational Materials for the Sciurch of Scientific GOD. It launched and successfully completed "Information for World Transformation" through two Projects: 2012 Daily and 2012 Community. It has further launched the Sciurch of Scientific GOD and 11 Prompt - A Higher Calling for A New World: 1God1World, 1World1People & 1World1Dream. SGI's other objectives includes conducting scientific research on GOD and promoting the said research by organizing scientific conferences, etc.(when feasible).  As of October 1, 2019, SGI owns and operates viXra which is an open access electronic repository for preprint papers from all areas of science, mathematics, and humanity including religion and spiritualism. The operation of viXra is under the direction of a steering committee comprising the original founders and administrators and will continue as usual. The scope of SGI's activities will depend on its available funds and other resources plus its ability to raise additional funds. Please support Scientific GOD, Inc. by making a Financial Contribution through PayPal:

















Recipients



Pythagoras
 ~~ 
Laozi
 ~~ 
Kong Fuzi
 ~~
 Heraclitus
  ~~  
Parmenides


Socrates
  ~~  
Plato
 ~~ 
Aristotle
  ~~
Euclid
  ~~
Archimedes
 ~~  
Patanjali


_____________


Claudius Ptolemaeus
  ~~
Zhang Heng
  ~~
Plotinus
 


_____________



Ibn al-Haytham
  ~~  
Ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi
  ~~  
Ibn Arabi




______________


St. Augustine
  ~~
Thomas Aquinas



_____________


Nicolaus Copernicus
  ~~  
Francis Bacon
  ~~  
Galileo Galilei
  ~~  
Giordano Bruno

  
Johannes Kepler
  ~~
Isaac Newton
  ~~
Leonhard Euler



_____________


Dante Alighieri
 ~~ 
Leonardo da Vinci



_____________


George Washington
 ~~
Thomas Jefferson
 ~~
Benjamin_Franklin
 ~~
Abraham Lincoln


_____________


Rene Decartes
  ~~ 
Gottfried Leibniz
  ~~ 
Baruch Spinoza
  ~~
William Blake



_____________


Joseph Fourier



_____________


James Clerk Maxwell
  ~~ 
Gustav Fechner
  ~~ 
Ernst Mach
  ~~ 
Alfred N. Whitehead



_____________


Srinivasa Ramanujan


_____________



Gregor Mendel
  ~~ 
Charles Darwin



_____________



Helena P. Blavatsky
  ~~
Annie Besant
  ~~ 
Walter Russell
 ~~  
Sri Aurobindo


William James
 


_____________



Edgar Cayce



_____________


Max Planck
  ~~ 
Albert Einstein
  ~~ 
Arthur Eddington
  ~~ 
Niels Bohr


Louis de Broglie
 ~~ 
Erwin Schrodinger
 ~~
Werner Heisenberg
 ~~
Wolfgang Pauli 


 Paul Dirac
  ~~ 
Hermann Weyl
  ~~ 
David J. Bohm
  ~~ 
John S. Bell     



_____________



Thomas Edison
  ~~ 
Nicola Tesla



_____________



Hua Luogeng




_____________



Nikolai A. Kozyrev
  ~~ 
Carl Jung
  ~~ 
Teilhard Chardin
  ~~ 
Franklin Merrell-Wolff


John C. Lilly
  ~~ 
Buckminster Fuller
  ~~ 
Wilhelm Reich



_____________


Martin Luther King, Jr.
 ~~
Walt Disney



_____________



Alfred Nobel
  ~~ 
John Templeton
    


_____________



Francis Crick
~~
Abdus Salam
~~
Paul Laffoley
~~
Edgar Mitchell


Freeman Dyson
 ~~
Kerson Huang
~~
Michael Persinger



_____________



James Watson
  ~~ 
David Hestenes
 ~~ 
Brian Josephson


Rubert Sheldrake





-- To be continued --





We Have a Dream: A Call to All Men and Women of Science and Religion to Rise Up!
(html)
(pdf)
(pdf with headings) 



Reflection 2008: The State of Science, Religion and Consciousness (Editorial in NeuroQuantology 6:4 [2008]; click here for the preprint)








Scientific GOD Journal ("SGJ") is published by Scientific GOD Inc. since January 2010


GOD's Scientific Truth Is Marching on:Video ~ PDF


Mathematical Proof of Scientific GOD:Video ~ PDF





Released on December 21, 2010


The Principle of Existence II: Genesis of Matrix Law, & the Ontology & Math of Ether


(Published in Scientific GOD Journal Volume 1 Issue 8 )

Released on December 21, 2009


The Principle of Existence: Toward a Scientific Theory of Everything 


(Published in Scientific GOD Journal Volume 1 Issue 1) 







NEW INTERNATIONALE (INTERNATIONALE 2012)

Produced by Scientific GOD Inc. & Released on April 24, 2011


English:


Chinese:






GOD'S SCIENTIFIC TRUTH IS MARCHING ON


March:


Proof:  


Dream:  




Become a Friend of Scientific GOD Kingdom on Facebook








DEDICATION
In Memory of Abraham Lincoln 


-- June 3, 2007 --

Over the course of human history mankind brought forth on this planet, two chief systems for exploring Nature and Life,one of them is Religion and the other Science, both conceived for seeking Truth, and both dedicated to the survival and advancement of mankind.


Now humanity is engaged in a great war with itself over and within Religion and Science, testing whether they so conceived and so dedicated can be reconciled and advanced. We have come to dedicate this place, as a place of honor to those who have, directly or indirectly but greatly, contributed towards the reconciliation and advancement of Religion and Science. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.


But, as Abraham Lincoln would declare, in a larger sense, -- one can not dedicate -- one can not compose on -- this place. The brave men and women, living and dead, who struggled, have composed on it, far above one's poor power to add or detract. The world may be little note what we say here, but it can never forget what they have done. It is for rest of us, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us -- that from these honored we take increased devotion to the cause for which they have given their full measure of devotion -- that we here highly resolve that these dedicated shall not have fought in vain -- that Religion and Science of mankind, by mankind, for mankind shall have a new birth -- and that mankind shall advance and shall not perish from the earth. 



No Religion or Science is higher than Truth - in memory of H. P. Blavatsky





"Science and religion are two windows that people look through, trying to understand the big universe outside, trying to understand why we are here. The two windows give different views, but they look out at the same universe. Both views are one-sided, neither is complete. Both leave out essential features of the real world. And both are worthy of respect. Trouble arises when either science or religion claims universal jurisdiction, when either religious or scientific dogma claims to be infallible. Religious creationists and scientific materialists are equally dogmatic and insensitive. By their arrogance they bring both science and religion into disrepute. The media exaggerate their numbers and importance. The media rarely mention the fact that the great majority of religious people belong to moderate denominations that treat science with respect, or the fact that the great majority of scientists treat religion with respect so long as religion does not claim jurisdiction over scientific questions." Freeman Dyson
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